Welcome to Issue 5 of Team Teke Talk!
This year saw the re-launch of our website www.team-teke.co.uk, for which many thanks to
Clare Harris. We now have much more space, including a new page for adverts. We would love
to post your news and photos. If you have been out competing, have bought or sold a horse,
have a new foal or have simply been riding somewhere pleasant, please email
gill@gillsuttle.co.uk.
This has been the year of the part-bred, with Beth Dee's Midoak Magic Ikon taking three
wins at the British Palomino Society National Championships, Susi Sadler's Rudi coming third in
his first FEI 50-miler at The College ride near Bedford, and Saintwestwell Raisa still flying
the flag for the first generation of Teke-breeding in this country. But as we go to press the
news has just come through that Jill Thomas' pure-bred Salimrashid has placed third in the
75 mile race at the Red Dragon Endurance festival.
With our first publicity evening at Hartpury last year raising £146 for Equine Grass Sickness
and £33 for Team Teke, we have another coming up on October 17 th at Colwall, near Malvern,
this time fund-raising for a local church. Please let us know if you would like to send any
literature for this or future such events.
Congratulations to Susi Sadler for winning our first Points Competition, scoring double the
points of the runner-up. Don't forget to let us know if you enter a Rare Breed class, as we
have special rosettes kindly donated by Chase View Veterinary Clinic. And finally, if you would
like to see your horse on our calendar, do send us your best photos for the next Photo
Competition, which closes at the end of June 2014.
Best wishes from the team.
David Webb
Gill Suttle
Jenny Barnes

Team Teke Talk prints advertisements provided by advertisers but gives no warranty and makes no
representation as to the truth, accuracy or sufficiency of any description, photograph or statement
therein. Team Teke Talk accepts no liability for any loss suffered by any persons as a consequence of or
reliance on any advertisement or other material in this publication. Team Teke Talk reserves the right
to refuse any advertisement.

What's On
RARE BREED CLASS ROSETTES
Please tell us if you take part in a Rare Breed class as the best Akhal-Teke will receive a Team
Teke rosette – preferably in advance so that it can be presented at the show. Rosettes kindly
donated by Chase View Veterinary Clinic.

2013 POINTS COMPETITION
This runs across all disciplines
Points will be awarded for all competition results/completions, and for other outings such as fun
rides and hunting, on a sliding scale comparable to achievement, with counting up and judging at
the end of the year.
If you haven't already got details/points sheet, it's not too late: please contact Jenny Barnes
(jenny.f.barnes(@gmail.com, tel 01684 833662)

Sunday 8th September 2013:
VALE OF EVESHAM AUTUMN SHOW
SADLY, CANCELLED
Thursday 17th October 2013, 7.30 pm
TALK: CELESTIAL HORSES: Travels in Turkestan
ST. JAMES' CHURCH, COLWALL, MALVERN, WORCS, WR13 6HJ
An evening fund-raising for St. James' Church and promoting the Akhal-Teke
horse.
Team Teke will have a stall. If you have any literature about the AkhalTeke that you would like to offer, please contact the team.
More details/pics: visit www.team-teke.co.uk/whats-on.html and follow
further links

February 2014 12.30pm, Saturday - date TBA:
SOCIAL GET-TOGETHER at HORSEWORLD, WHITCHURCH,
BRISTOL
Meeting at Horseworld's excellent café, of which many of us have fond
memories!
And finally, don't forget the

2014 PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
Entries will close June 30th 2014, to give time for earlier production and wider circulation of the
calendar. We sold 43 last time. Let's aim to double it next time. To get your horse on it, send us
some good photographs.

Chaseview
Veterinary
Clinic
Hildersley, Ross-onWye,
Herefordshire, HR9 7NJ.
Telephone 01989 562251
24 Hour Emergency service
Visit and see for yourselves
what we can offer
 A clean, spacious, purpose-built surgery with ample parking.
 On site laboratory with routine blood tests while you wait.
 Ultrasound, video endoscope and ECG for non-invasive
diagnosis.
 Two operating theatres and high speed dental machine.
 Excellent quality care provided by our well motivated, highly
trained team.
 X-ray suite with facilities for small animals and horses

www.chaseviewvets.co.uk

Susi Sadler, former junior international Endurance rider and Mongol Derby contestant,
describes her 2012

Competitor's Year
Rudi was bred from Atamekan (‘Kaan’) out of my own successful endurance mare, with the
intention of an endurance career. He did a couple of local social rides in 2010, aged six. In 2011 we
planned a busy novice season for him, but fell at the first hurdle. After the very first ride of the year,
he refused to load! Six months of quite literal blood, sweat and tears later, as the season drew to a
close, we were no closer to being able to travel to a competition. In desperation we entered the last
ride of the year, Royalties, and travelled down the day before, after a full day spent loading.
Thankfully, 2011 wasn’t entirely wasted. We had done a lot of training at home to bring his
fitness up and improve his balance and way of going. And now I knew I could load him (even if it
literally took all day!) I was determined to finally make some progress. The main goal was to qualify
Rudi up from Novice level to Intermediate and then Advanced level, when he would be ready to start
racing. This meant successfully completing two 30-40km rides and two 65-80km rides. The rides
have to be completed above a minimum speed of 10kph and we have to pass a vet inspection at the
end – sound at trot and with a heart rate below 64 beats per minute.
We started at Cranwell ride in May, where we completed our two 30km rides over the
Saturday and Sunday. The ride was lovely, but loading on the Friday was a nightmare – three and a
half hours! He was happy once travelling and also very chilled at the venue, and relaxed for his first
overnight stay in his electric-fenced corral.
Wharnecliffe is our local ride in June, so we went there for
his first 65km ride. 65km is a bit of a 'step up' distance, the first one
that really requires some proper training. It’s also the first distance
where you have a vet check in the middle of the ride as well. Riding
time keeps running until you present to the vet with a HR below 64.
It took me about 10 minutes to get back to the car, untack, throw
some water on and take his heart rate. By the time we presented I
think he was on 51! I had wasted quite a lot of time and there was
definitely room to speed that up next time! It was a tough route, with
lots of proper hills and stony tracks, but despite a minor detour we
finished (just) inside the time and passed. Loading this time was the
worst I think – I had very nearly given up from complete
exhaustion, finally getting him on after four and a half hours!
At Auriols in Lincolnshire in August we had the hottest
weekend of the year, and very humid to boot. We were entered in
the 80km class, which has two vet checks. There were only four of
80km at The College, Bedfordshire
us in the class, and the others had earlier start times and were well in
front. Poor Rudi did the whole first two loops (about 65kms) completely on his own, in unbearable
heat and humidity. We were both thoroughly miserable and after passing the second vet check, I
withdrew him. All the other riders in my class had also either withdrawn or failed the vetting. The up
side was that we'd worked on our vet gate technique and this time presented in 4 minutes and 3
minutes (that's the time taken to cross the line, get tack off, water on, check heart and walk to the
vetting area about 100 yards away, so not bad!). Both times his heart rate was already well below 64
(58 and 54). Loading was an improved two and a half hours this time.
Since we didn’t complete our targeted 80kms, I added an extra ride in September, but it
meant driving all the way to The College ride in Bedfordshire (from Yorkshire). The going here was
lovely - flat, mostly on field edges and grassy tracks with almost no roads. Again, we had two vet
gates, and again, not a lot of company in the later stages, but there were horses to ride with on the
first loop. We completed the 80km and vetted in 4 minutes both times. Rudi was slowing towards the

end, but found a nice 'jogging' rhythm and just kept going to the finish, so I was very happy with
him! The best thing was that loading had improved a lot - down to one and a half hours, and had
been a more relaxed process, which meant it was considerably less tiring for both of us.
Our final ride was Royalties again, the last ride of the season. Rudi had completed all his
qualifying rides and upgraded to advanced status, so we were free to enter a race ride if we wanted and we did! Another 80km but this time with a 'mass start' and racing rather than setting out at
intervals and aiming for a set speed like our previous rides. Again, two vet gates and a similar
format.
Royalties is as flat as a pancake and makes for very fast going,
so the experienced horses zipped off never to be seen again, whilst we
pottered along happily at the back. Once again, vet presentations were
just a few minutes, and heart rates low (54, with 51 at the finish). We
are going to have to learn to take that saddle off quicker! Rudi managed
his fastest ever average speed at this ride. He really enjoyed himself,
with company the whole way and breezed the last loop, feeling great at
the finish and completing successfully to finish 5th (and last!). I think
nine started the race so some must have vetted out in the middle. It was
a fabulous end to the season, and we're thrilled that our loading problem is now (seemingly) solved I think it took us 10 minutes to get him on this time, much to our shock!
Photograph by David Saunders Photography, www.saundersphotography.co.uk

Tito Pontecorvo discusses the SPORTING ABILITY OF THE AKHAL-TEKE HORSE
A few owners, riders and officials in the world say that Akhal-Teke horses can not compete in classic types of
sports with other breeds. Of course they do not have any reasonable arguments. In this way these people,
especially the officials, are spoiling the reputation of this breed.
Based on the results of my practical work with hundreds of horses of different breeds, including the AkhalTeke, I will settle my opinion about the sporting ability of these horses.
I began breeding horses in Russia in the 1970s – English thoroughbreds, Trakehners, Tersks, Hanoverians
and their crosses – with the goal of producing and training horses to participate in classic equestrian sports. At
the end of 1970, I brought the first group of Akhal-Teke mares from Turkmenistan to Russia. By the early
1990s, my Russian stud farm managed more than 200 pureblood Akhal-Tekes. In 1997 I started an AkhalTeke farm in Texas, USA.
Akhal-Tekes and half-bred horses born on my farms often
won prizes in eventing, jumping and dressage. Among those
horses were: the half-bred Bugar (by Beduin,) champion in
numerous three-day event competitions; and the pure-breds
Galambia (Melesur-Galatea), champion of Russia in three-day
eventing; Buyan (Beduin-Yagty), jumping; Kogan (KoshiliGerel), jumping; Helm (Melesur-Hanbibi), dressage, and
many more. In recent international equestrian competitions a
lot of other Akhal-Teke horses that were born in many other
different farms have competed successfully at very high
levels. From my practice of training AT horses, watching them
Bugar (A. Rozanov)
and comparing them with other breeds, I have come to the conclusion that these horses have the following
peculiarity.
After 4 years old many Akhal-Tekes (not all) start to move trotting in a special way. The trot is light, loose,
beautiful, productive with low movement . The majority of
Akhal-Teke horses are not hot and have a good character.
They are quick, clever, easy to train. Many of them are strong
jumpers. 60 % of my young 4-year-old horses were easily
jumping 140cm loose schooling; 10 % jump even higher.
Akhal-Tekes quickly recover after hard work .
The summary is: these horses have good trot movement
for dressage; they are strong jumpers; they are quicker in the
cross country phase than warmbloods; they are easy to train.
Because of these characteristics of the Akhal-Teke I have
come to believe that these horses are well positioned to
compete and dominate (in comparison with other breeds) in
future Three-Day Event competitions .
Buyan (O. Bosisenko)
OPINIONS OF SOME PROFESSIONAL RIDERS AND TRAINERS ABOUT THE AKHAL-TEKE
SUSAN HUTCHISON is one of the world's top show jumping riders, having won over 30 showjumping
Grands Prix, and many and varied other honours around the world. She states: " For several months I have had
the pureblood Akhal-Teke horse Kogan in training for Tito Pontecorvo. Although he is green, he shows great
character, has a super spring off the ground when jumping and displays enough stride and scope to take him
all the way. Kogan has the heart and sensitivity of a thoroughbred, which is something I am very fond of. It is
my opinion that in the middle of the 80s we in America went too warmblood crazy, but that in the last 5 years
we have started to swing back. The Europeans used thoroughbred stallions. They were headed in the correct
direction as we were going wrong.
"I feel this is a horse we need to pay attention to. It has stamina and the heart of a lion, and many have nice
conformation. In jumping, they all appear to be careful enough without the warmblood spook, the more
logical thoroughbred spook."
The late ELENA PETUSHKOVA, Olympic and World Champion in dressage, Vice President of the Russian
Equestrian Federation, bureau member of the International Federation of Equestrian Sports, said: "In a few
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words one can say about Akhal-Teke horses that they are unusually intelligent, graceful and elegant like
ballerinas. They exhibit a cat's elasticity and an astonishing plasticity of movements. All these unique
characteristics have permitted Akhal-Teke horses to become champions in numerous competitions in jumping
and dressage. Thus, for example the Akhal-Teke stallion Absent was champion of the Rome Olympic Games
with Sergey Filatov. Akhal-Teke horses are extremely hard working with persons whom they trust."
Elena Petushkova and her famous Akhal-Teke stallion Abakan won the National Championship in 1979 in
Russia and USSR Winter Championship in dressage.
ELOISE KING, a licenced racing trainer, a jump rider, equitation rider, leading dressage rider and judge,
stated in 2002: "I am new to the Akhal-Teke breed. In the last two years I have had the pleasure of getting to
know them as I have been able to train, school, and show three of Tito Pontecorvo's stallions. Although the
Akhal-Teke fully matures later than most other breeds, every day of patience, waiting, gives off tenfold: when
they reach their maturity in strength and talent, it is there for many years. Why ?... Because these horses "wear
well". They move so freely and have such agility that the movement never punishes joints, ligaments, feet or
tendons. They preserve themselves. I am always impressed with how they move. I love the long forearm and
again I must stress how they move across the ground. Then comes the riding. Sitting on such a mover for me
was unimaginable. After a life of almost 60 years in the saddle with ponies, Thoroughbreds, Lusitanos, Arabs,
etc, the Akhal-Teke showed me all the joys of each breed in one horse. WOW! It is an experience I marvel at
every day as I work these beautiful horses."
VLADIMIR SHAMBORANT, chief selectionist at the Komsomol Stud in Ashgabad, and the Terski and
Dagestanski Studs in Russia, stated: "Akhal-Teke horses have a very tough conformation, are unpretentious in
their food habits, are rarely ill, the mares become pregnant with a high probability, they are hardy, rapidly
restore after working; the breed is ideal for long trips, they jump like cats. The Akhal-Teke horses are not like
thoroughbreds. They are very smart and intelligent animals."
IVONNE BARTEAU and KIM BARTEAU – masters in dressage:
(The Akhal-Teke, then and now, by ERICA WALSH (Dressage today) November 2005)
Although a handful of individuals have shown Akhal-Tekes in dressage since the horses came to the U.S. 25
years ago, the breed made its serious foray into American dressage in 2004 with Ivonne Barteau. Barteau is an
FEI rider, trainer and instructor and holds U.S. Dressage Federation gold, silver and bronze freestyle bars.
Barteau and her husband, fellow FEI rider and trainer Kim Barteau, started their first Akhal-Teke, the 8-yearold stallion Gigar, in full time training in September 2003 . Then two more Akhal-Tekes came to them for
training – Lembit, a 4-year-old gelding, and Pahan, a 10years-old stallion.
“ Our venture has brought nothing but good results and
feeling about the breed," says Ivonne . “ They are trainable,
rideable, and we just like having them around." She compares
them to other smaller, lighter breeds that she has trained –
Thoroughbreds and Arabians. “ I find that Akhal-Tekes have
a natural sense of enlargement and a good understanding
about putting their hocks under their bodies." She explains
that this is a big plus in all three of the horses, and the fact
that they are not related indicates that these traits are
characteristic of the breed as a whole.
Kim Barteau concurs and points out that “although AkhalPahan
Tekes are high energy horses, they are very tractable and equipped to deal with the mental demands of
dressage. Physically, they are extremely prepared to move, but they are not mentally squirrelly. Moreover,
endurance is built into Akhal-Tekes. Ivonne notes that “I just have to steer, navigate and negotiate; I do not
have to keep willing up energy for the horse."
This year, Barteau will show Pahan at Intermediair 2 and Grand Prix. Barteau's daughter, Kassie, will show
Lembit at training level .
I believe that the inference of professionals together with my arguments include plenty enough information
to understand that Akhal-Tekes are a breed of excellent sporting horses. If anybody will say that Akhal-Tekes
are bad horses for sport you can use this information and try to change their opinion .
Tito Pontecorvo, Ph.D, April 2013

www.akhaltexas.com

RIDING THROUGH REVOLUTION
Memoirs of Louise Firouz edited and completed by Brenda Dalton
Louise had a beguiling personality. She was charming, intelligent and adventurous. She maintained a
dignified elegance and composure, yet she was sociable and fun-loving, with a sharp wit and a ready
sense of humour.
Louise had the ability to pass seamlessly among all walks of life. She had an all-consuming
love of horses, an independent spirit and stubbornly refused to accept defeat. Louise inspired loyalty,
admiration and respect. Even in her seventies she had an energy denied to most forty-year-olds.
When she discovered the remnants of a lost horse breed she could easily have accepted the
verdicts of sceptics but, against all odds, she succeeded in arousing the interests of geneticists and
archaeologists and eventually convinced them that she had, in the Caspian, probably discovered the
original Oriental horse. She became absorbed in the culture of ancient Persia and its people and,
despite being American, was accepted by diverse populations, both rich and poor. Most of all Louise
developed a fascination with the horse breeds of Central Asia. While Iranians were scrambling to
leave Iran for the 'freedom' of the West, the magnetic pull of the little horse she called her unicorn
kept her in Iran at the time of the revolution when it was commonplace for people to be arrested
simply for association with the West or aristocracy.
Louise was American, female and married to a Persian Prince, leaving her vulnerable to the
opposing groups of revolutionaries from whom no-one could be considered safe.
She told me that, through all the pitfalls and setbacks that befell her, she had developed an
aptitude for stepping back and looking at her life from a distance, a trait that never left her. She
conceded that it was this detachment that kept her 'sane'. As a result, she understated her problems,
experiences and achievements. Almost every paragraph in these memoirs is worthy of a chapter in its
own right.
During the short time that I spent riding with Louise on the Turkoman Steppes I had a brief
glimpse of the intense calm and freedom that meant so much to her, and I basked in her amazing
knowledge of her adopted country. Perhaps, too, it was the latent memory of her childhood in
Virginia, riding in the heavily forested landscape surrounding the Potomac River, that helped to
cultivate her love for the vastness of the Golestan Forest and her life, and eventual resting place, at
Ghara Tepe Sheikh in north eastern Iran.
Louise Firouz – your place is empty.

Brenda Dalton

New Product for Riders from the makers of Happy Tummy®
®

Joint pain, stiffness and a wide range of arthritic conditions respond very well to HAPPY JOINTS , a
new vitamin and mineral supplement from Fine Fettle Feed, the makers of the very successful HAPPY
TUMMY® charcoal capsules for humans.
®
HAPPY JOINTS is the result of years of research into the cause of joint degeneration when it was
discovered that people living in certain parts of the world do not suffer from these problems, reasoning then
that these problems are diet dependent, the scientists at Fine Fettle Feed eventually isolated the components
in the diets of those living in areas of the world where joint pain is absent. The missing minerals were
identified and have been used in the exact proportions that they occur in nature to produce HAPPY JOINTS®
®
In tests, HAPPY JOINTS has proven very successful in reducing the incidence of joint pain with 8 out
of 10 testers reporting that they are now completely free of soreness, stiffness and pain at the end of a three
months trial.
HAPPY JOINTS® capsules are available from www.finefettlefeed.com or telephone 01600 712 496.
They cost £52 for a three month course (tub of 250 capsules & price includes p&p).

